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The purpose of this study 1s to examme a seemmgly atypical aspect of verb complementation m 
a child's language system that ts otherwise typically developmg 

Statement of the Problem 

F, my own daughter, currently 8 years old, has an apparent 'gap' m her grammar regarding 
mfimtival complements She frequently omits to between the mflected matnx verb gomg and a vanety 
of verbal complements 

F I'm gomg do that nght now 
F You're gomg get nervous 
F When's Daddy gomg be home? 

I have noticed thts pecuhanty smce the time F was about four years old I thought it quamt that 
she substituted gomg for the catenative gonna, whtch does not require to followmg it I noticed, 
moreover, that F did not produce gonna, unhke other catenatives such as wanna and hafta, which I 
heard her produce frequently I documented F's use and non-use of to for eight months, begmnmg at 
age 7,5 and contmumg through age 8,0 The database consists of diary entnes, five spontaneous 
language samples, two grammaticality Judgment tasks, and a sentence retellmg task 

The frequent omission of to between gomg and a verbal complement contrasts wtth F's 
consistent use of it m other contexts In final position m an elliptic utterance, to is mvanantly present 

M Are you domg your homework? 
F I'm gomg to' 

Used as a prepositmn, to 1s always present and correct m F's speech 

F Are we gomg to school today? 

The omission of to appears limited to the matrix verb go m the present progressive F never omits to 
when the matnx verb go is mflected for past tense, (e g, He went to play tenms) Infirutival 
complements are mvanably correct with other matnx verbs and structures (e g, try, be hard/easy/ready, 
want, need, have) 

The diary data 

Over the course of eight months, I collected 466 of F's spontaneous utterances contammg the 
matnx verb go with a verbal complement Of these utterances, 324 (78%) were identified as go mg + 
VERB constructions, 131 (28%) were identified as gomg to+ VERB constructions, and 11 (2%) were 
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identJ.fied as gonna or 'borderlme gonna' (e g, [gon]) constructions Figure I illustrates the distnbution 
of the three sentence types m the diary record of F's spontaneous speech dunngthis eight-month penod 

Figure 1 
D1stnbutJ.on of verbal complement structures followmg the verb go m the diarv record 
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To control for hstener bias, I also exammed the use of these three constructtons m the five 
language samples I audiotaped from Fat ages 7,4 through 8,0 Four of the five samples are play-based 
and of at least 30 mmutes' duration, one sample was an mterview (askmg F about recent events at 
school) and lasted approXImately 10 minutes This language sample yielded four gomg + VERB 
constructions, m contrast to the others, which yielded both gomg + VERB and gomg to + VERB 
constructtons Of the three types of constructtons, 19/30 (63%) were of the gomg + VERB type, 10/30 
(33%) were of the gomg to + VERB type, and 1/30 (3%) was a 'borderhne gonna' type Figure 2 
illustrates the distnbutlon of these three sentence types m the language sample data Figure 3 shows that 
there were no developmental trends m the use of these verb constructions over the eight months of 
observation 
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F1gure2 
Overall distnbution of verbal complement structures followmg the verb go m the language samples 
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Figure 3 
D1stnbution of verbal complement structures followmg go m each language sample 
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Questions 

These data motivated the followmg questions 

1) Why does F produce sentences of the gomg + VERB type and not gonna + VERB? Despite much 
positive evidence for gonna from the mput, gonna 1s barely productive m F's speech 
2) Why ts thts pattern only seen m the present progressive of the verb go? 
3) Why ts thts pattern not seen with other verbs? 

Pertment bterature 

Bloom, Tackeff, and Lahey (1984) studied the emergence and mastery of to m verbal 
complement constructions m four typmally-developmg chtldren between 18 and 36 months of age 
Bloom and her colleagues found that mfimtlval to appeared and was mastered between MLU 2 5-3 :5 
Modal verbs (want, gQ, got, and have) were the most frequent matnx verbs used by the cluldren These 
matrix verbs were first used pnmanly without to or with [a] (e g, wanna, gonna, gotta, and hafta) 
The use of to mcreased with modal verbs only after frequent use with later-occumng, non-modal matrix 
forms (e g, try, ready) The use of to mcreased developmentally m these children To was always more 
hkely to occur with new than with old matnx forms, and [a] was more frequent with old matnx forms 
No developmental patterns were observed among the 100 or more different verbs servmg as mfimt1ve 
complements m these utterances Thus, early-appeanng and frequent modal verbs such as go first 
appeared as a catenatlve (gonna) or without to, although later-occumng matrix verb constructions 
appeared more frequently with to 

This mformat1on pomts out a small but stnkmg difference between F's language and that of 
other children developmg typically The catenatlve gonna is early-appearmg and frequent m the speech 
of children between the ages of two and three years F, at age seven, almost never produces gonna m 
her spontaneous speech, although she uses other catenat1ves such as wanna, gotta, and hafta frequently 

First hypothesis gonna is not processed from the mput 

Because gonna ts an early appeanng form, and because children mastered the use of to folloWIIlg 
matrix verb forms such as gomg, the vtrtual absence of gonna 10 F's speech seemed unusual My first 
hypothesis posited that F does not process gonna properly from the mput This hypothesis was refuted 
by F's spontaneous statement, spoken at 7, 11 

F Daddy, how come some people say 'gonna' when they mean 'gomg to'? 

This statement 1s mterestmg for two reasons First, it shows clearly that F hears, understands, 
and can produce gonna Second, this statement shows that F finds the construction gonna troublesome, 
unusual, and not part of her grammar 
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Second hypothesis To is unstable 

My second hypothesis posited that to is an unstable element m F's speech. However, I observed 
no om1ss1on of to when used as a prepos1t1on or followmg other matnx verbs m F's spontaneous speech 
or many of F's language samples 

Do you have to go to school or what? 
You get to chew candy 
Ashley, you want to? 
My teacher's gomg teach us to do sums (7,4) 

Observation Go is an atypical verb 

I reasoned that if F treats the verb go differently from other verbs, there must be somethmg 
unusual about the behavior of this verb When I exammed the verb go m its modal sense with a 
complement verb (md1catmg mtent1onahty or future action, and not necessanly physical displacement 
or d1rect1onal movement), I noticed differences m the use of to It was present whenever the matnx verb 
go bore an overt mflect10nal marker The following paradigm illustrates these differences 

Imperative 

With modal 
(e g, wzl/) 

Simple present 

Simple past 

Present progressive 

Go eat your oatmeal 
*Go to eat your oatmeal 

I wllUI'll go eat my oatmeal 
I will/I'll go to eat my oatmeal 

*She goes eat her oatmeal 
She goes to eat her oatmeal 
I go eat my oatmeal 
I go to eat my oatmeal 

*She went eat her oatmeal 
She went to eat her oatmeal 

*She's gomg eat her oatmeal 
She's gomg to eat her oatmeal 

The grammatlcahty of to following the matnx verb go vanes m these different verb forms In 
the progressive form, where go bears the -mg marker, the use of to is mandatory To is also mandatory 
when go cames a past tense or 3rd person singular mflect1onal marker It is not mandatory when go is 
m the simple present without an overt mflect1onal marker When go is m the imperative, however, to is 
ungrammatical In summary, the use of to is reqwred whenever go has an overt mflectlon In the 
imperative, to may not appear between the matnx verb go and a complement verb The varymg use of 
to following go m different verb forms contrasts with other modal-hke verbs, such as try In all forms of 
try (simple present, past, progressive, and imperative), to must be included before the verbal 
complement 
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It 1s important to note that some speakers ofEnghsh av01d usmg go + complement verb m an 
imperative construction Instead, they conJom the verbs, as m go and eat your oatmeal (Tlus 1s true 
even if the act does not mvolve any physical displacement or travel to wherever the oatmeal may be. m 
contrast to go (someplace) and get your oatmeal ) This prohtb1tlon agamst a matnx and complement 
verb m the 1mperat1ve also extends to such verbs as try, as m try and eat your oatmeal Such speakers 
would accept she tries to eat her oatmeal, however, m contrast to the ungrammatical '*she tries and eats 
her oatmeal 

My own grammar (the one with which F's developmg grammar has mteracted the most) accepts 
the use of to followmg go (and try) m imperative statements I commonly use the go + VERB 
imperative construction with my children Go m these imperatives does not necessanly imply physical 
displacement (e g, Go look up that word now, the dictionary's rzght mfront of you) Instead, go 
functions as an mtens1fier, placmg focus on mitiatmg a new action In the present progressive, go is 
grammatlcahzed to mean 'unmediate future' (e g, I'm gomg to eat my carrots), and also does not 
necessanly imply physical displacement (as ml'm gomg mto the kitchen m order to eat my carrots) 
Physical displacement could be abstracted to mean displacement mto the future (e g , I'm gomg to be 
very happy if you buy me that toy) 

Thtrd hypothesis To 1s opttonal followmg go 

The roam pomt is that F's developmg grammar was frequently exposed to mput that differed m 
the use of to followmg go m imperative and progressive sentences This led me to my thtrd hypothesis, 
that F considers to an optional element folJowmg the verb go Because the use of to vanes between the 
verb go and a verbal complement m the mput, 1t makes sense that F's vanable use of to m the 
progressive is restricted to the verb go, and does not extend to other verbs 

Fourth hypothesis gomg + VERB substitutes for gonna + VERB 

Another plausible hypothesis is that F's variable use of to followmg go is not optional, but 
systematic Because gonna ts not part of her productive grammar, the go mg+ VERB construction may 
be F's equivalent of the gonna + VERB construction F does not vary m her use of to followmg go m 
any other verb form but the progressive, the very form m whtch gonna appears Furthermore, the 
constructions gomg to + VERB and gonna + VERB differ m register only, there appears to be no 
semantic difference between them The two constructions are used m free vanation m all but the most 
formal of discourse contexts Tlus hypothesis, that F's gomg + VERB is equivalent to gonna + VERB, 
more narrowly focuses on the progressive form of the verb go than the hypothesis that to 1s an optional 
element followmg go If to were truly optional m F's grammar followmg the verb go, then I should 
observe instances of to omission m forms other than the progressive I have no recorded utterances of to 
om1ss1on except followmg the progressive form of the verb go, and thus turned to other eVIdence to 
determme which of these last two hypotheses best fits F's grammar 

Hypothesis testmg grammat1cahtv mdgment tasks 

I adm1rustered grammat1cahty Judgment tasks to Fat ages 7,5 and 7,9 to probe her grammar on 
the use of to followmg go m the progressive form I read sentences to F, and asked her to Judge whether 
the sentences were 'okay' (1 e, grammatical) or 'not okay' (wigrammattcal) Like all other methods, the 
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gramrnat1cahty Judgment task does not tap competence directly, 1t too, 1s a measure of performance, and 
1t 1s prone to error There was always the poss1b1hty that she did not fully attend to the target, and thus 
Judged the 'wrong' target utterance This happened to her fnend S, to whom I adm1mstered the same 
task On one occasion, S responded to an item, and then repeated what she thought she had heard, 
which was not the target utterance I read aloud to her My son, A, to whom I also adm1mstered the task 
at age 10,5, responded qwckly and incorrectly (according to adult standards) to an item Hts other 
responses to five similar items agreed with adult Judgments After I administered the task to him, I read 
a few items aloud again, and asked him to Judge their grammat1cahty The second time, he Judged the 
same utterance differently 

There 1s some evidence that F regards the gomg + VERB construction as faulty When asked at 
age 7,5 whether the sentence We 're gomg go to New York was 'okay' or not, by saying 'yes' to 'okay' 
(grammatical) sentences and 'no' to sentences that were 'not okay' (ungrammatical), F responded, 
'Half' That prompted the following exchange 

Mom So that's not okay? 
F It's sorta and sorta 
Mom Okay 
F I hke 1t and 1t' s not 
Mom Okay 
F I hke 1t 

Later m the task, I presented F with the sentence We 're gomg to go to New York She responded 
'No' to this one, and added, 'I did that one already ' Perhaps she was hstenmg to the overall meaning 
of the sentence, perhaps she was mattentlve to the presence or absence of the to following the matnx 
verb, especially when to as a preposition appeared m the same sentence F also waffled on He's gomg 
play the piano ('Yes-no') and I'm gomg to play the piano ('No-yeah') From the results from age 
7 ,5 alone, I could not conclude whether F considered go mg + VERB acceptable or not It may be that 
F's grammar was m a state of transition, although her rate of production of go mg + VERB compared to 
gomg to + VERB sentences remained stable throughout the eight months of observation 

On a second grammatlcahty Judgment task adm1mstered at age 7 ,9, F Judged four out of seven 
( 57) new gomg +VERB sentences as grammatical, and five out of seven ( 71) new gomg to+ VERB 
sentences as grammatical I repeated the task one week later, with slightly different sentences This 
time, F Judged all the go mg to + VERB sentences as grammatical, and only two of the six ( 33) go mg+ 
VERB sentences as grammatical Her age peer, S, Judged five of the six ( 83) gomg to+ VERB 
sentences as grammatical, and one of the six ( 17) of the go mg + VERB sentences as grammatical S 
immediately changed her answer on the one gomg + VERB sentence she Judged as grammatical, thus 
ultimately Judgmg all the gomg + VERB sentences as ungrammatical 

F's brother, A, aged 10,5,Judged all the gomg to+ VERB sentences as grammatical, and 2 of the 
6 ( 33) gomg + VERB sentences as grammatical Interestingly, both F and A Judged the same two gomg 
+ VERB sentences as grammatical They Judged That lady's gomg buy a new TV as grammatical, and If 
we fight, my mom's gomg get mad as grammatical The 'truth value' or des1rab1hty of the propositions 
m these sentences may have influenced the children's grammatlcahty Judgments A does not use the 
gomg + VERB construction in his spontaneous speech In contrast, two adults who were adm1mstered 
the task Judged all the gomg to + VERB sentences as grammatical, and all the gomg + VERB sentences 
as ungrammatical In general, F Judged more of the gomg + VERB sentences as grammatical than an 
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adult or age peer did Figure 4 shows F's and a peer's grammattcahty judgments of going to+ VERB 
and going + VERB stimulus sentences 

F1gure4 
Proportion of sentences 1udged grammatical by F and a peer 
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The data from the grammallcahty judgment tasks do not conclus1vely support the hypothesis that 
to ts optional element following going m F's grammar If that were so, then F would have judged both 
the going + VERB and the gomg to + VERB sentences as correct at equally high rates The 
grammat1cahty judgment task also does not reflect F's typical behavior mat least half her sentences of 
this type, to 1s m1ssmg between the progressive form of the verb go and its complement verb The 
grammaticahty judgment task did not address the question of whether or not going + VERB is F's 
version of gonna + VERB To test this hypothesis reqwred a production task It also required that 
sentences with gonna be m obhgatory contexts Because going to + VERB and gonna + VERB are m 
free vanat1on m most discourse contexts, I devised a sentence retelhng task with gonna + VERB and 
going to + VERB as stimulus sentence items for F to repeat verbatim If gomg + VERB ts F's equivalent 
of gonna + VERB, F should repeat all gonna + VERB sentences with going + VERB, and she should 
repeat all gomg to + VERB sentences correctly, without any changes Altematlvely, 1f to ts opnonal m 
F's grammar between going and a complement verb, she should repeat some gomg to + VERB 
sentences correctly, and some gomg to + VERB sentences without to The 'optional to' hypothesis does 
not make a pred1ct1on for F's performance on gonna + VERB stimulus sentences In fact, 1t fads to 
explam why gonna ts vtrtually absent from F's speech, m contrast to the 'gomg-for-gonna' hypothesis 
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The sentence retelhng task 

I devised a game called 'Tell Barbie' for F to play with me I mstructed F to 'tell' her Barbie 
dolls a message usmg my exact words For example, ifl said, Tell Barbie to turn down the radio 
because it's too loud, F had to say drrectly to the doll, 'Barbie, turn down the radio because 1t 's too 
loud ' The game had three types of sentences 

Tell Barbie to take an umbrella because it's gomg to ram (going to-condition) 
Tell Barbie to bnng some water because it's gonna be hot (gonna-condition) 
Tell Barbie to buy the dress because it's on sale (control conditmn) 

There were four sentences m the gomg to-condition, four sentences m the gonna-condition, and 
seven sentences m the control condition Figure S depicts the results of the sentence retellmg task For 
4/4 ( 1 0) of the gomg to-condition st1muh, F produced a gomg to + VERB sentence For 4/4 ( 1 0) of the 
gonna-condition stimuh, F produced a going + VERB sentence F repeated 617 ( 86) of the control 
sentences correctly, without any changes She produced 117 ( 14) control sentence wtthgomg +BE 
mstead of the contracted copula 

Figure 5 
Results of the sentence retelhng task by response tme 
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In the one case of F's gomg + VERB response to a present tense (control) stimulus, there was an 
mterruption between my delivery and F's response F corrected me on the dolls' names, which were not 
all Barbie 

Mom Tell Barbie to put on a sweater because it's cold outside 
F These two are Kelly (whispered) 
F (Um) Barbie, put on a sweater because it's gomg be cold outside 
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It ts hkely that F's deviance on tins item 1s due to a dtstract10n between the stimulus and the 
response and not to any grammar deficits In no case dtd F produce a sentence with gonna Although 
results on this task do not rule out the 'optional to' hypothesis completely (F could still regard the to as 
opt1onal, but happened to produce 1t ID each of the four opportumtles m the gomg to-condtt1on), the 
results are fully compatible with the 'gomg-for-gonna' hypothesis Not only were the gomg to + VERB 
sentences produced correctly, but all the gonna + VERB sentences were produced as predicted, as well 
as most of the control sentences Furthermore, only the 'gomg-for-gonna' hypothests correctly predicts 
the absence of gonna from all of F's responses 

The complextty of gonna 

If the go mg-for-gonna hypothesis 1s correct, somethmg about the lextcal item gonna must pose a 
problem for F's grammar Other catenattves such as hafta, gotta, and wanna are common m F's 
speech Gonna contrasts with these other catenat1ves on several grounds Fust, gonna contrasts with 
the others m that 1t 1s always preceded by the tensed aUXIhary verb be Secondly, the other catenat1ves 
mamtam a d1syllab1c syllable structure have to/hafta, got to/gotta, and want to/wanna Gonna, m 
contrast, contams mformation from three syllabic morphemes within two syllables go + nasal 
(progressive)+ e (to) Thts analysis vtewsgonna as a contracted form of gomg to It 1s possible, then. 
that F resists contractmg across three syllabic morphemes, m accordance with similar constramts on 
contract10ns m Enghsh For example, we can contract he zs not 1Dto the forms he zsn 'tor he's not, but 
not *he 'sn 't Although thts reasomng can explam why gonna ts troublesome for F, 1t ignores the fact 
that the emergence of the catenattve gonna precedes that of gomg to ID early cluld language 
Catenat1ves are considered unanalyzed wholes ID the grammars of young children Only when a form of 
be precedes gonna is there evtdence that the chtld analyzes an 1mphc1t progressive marker (-mg) on 
gonna Therefore, gonna 1s best viewed as a separate lexical item, semantically related to gomg + to, 
but syntactically dtstmct Unhke gomg + to, gonna is not a fully inflected form, and remams a 'frozen 
form' m the mature grammar 

Resolvmg the case of the m1ssmg to 

The evtdence suggests not only that gomg ts F's version of the catenatlve gonna, but that gomg 
used as a catenat1ve is separate from the progressive go + mg used m F's go + mg to + VERB 
constructions The underlymg form of F's gomg + VERB sentences 1s the early-appeanng, 
monomorphem1c catenat1ve go mg Tlus go mg is a homophone of the b1-morphem1c, later-appearmg go 
+ mg Gonna is not present m F's speech now because it was not present m earlter stages of F's 
developmg grammar The search for the m1ssmg to 1s over To is not 'm1ssmg' m F's gomg + VERB 
constructions because to was never there to begin with Rather, it is gonna, not to, that is m1ssmg from 
F's grammar F's early avoidance of gonna has a subtle, but protracted effect on her grammar It 
rematns an open question why F has never adnutted gonna mto her grammar She nevertheless created 
a viable substitute, her OWll catenattve gomg, which persists to this day 
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